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Understanding the (de)mixing behavior of multicomponent lipid bilayers is an important step
towards unraveling the nature of spatial composition heterogeneities in cellular membranes and
their role in biological function. We use coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations to study the
composition phase diagram of a quaternary mixture of phospholipids and cholesterol. This mixture is
known to exhibit both uniform and coexisting phases. We compare and combine different statistical
measures of membrane structure to identify the onset of phase coexistence in composition space.
An important element in our approach is the dependence of composition heterogeneities on the size
of the system. While homogeneous phases can be structured and display long correlation lengths,
the hallmark behavior of phase coexistence is the scaling of the apparent correlation length with
system size. Because the latter cannot be easily varied in simulations, our method instead uses
information obtained from observation windows of different sizes to accurately distinguish phase
coexistence from structured homogeneous phases. This approach is built on very general physical
principles, and will be beneficial to future studies of the phase behavior of multicomponent lipid
bilayers.
I. INTRODUCTION
The role of spatial composition heterogeneities in bio-
logical membranes is a long-standing problem in mem-
brane biophysics [1–8]. The physical mechanism that
gives rise to these heterogeneities as well as their role in
biological function remain poorly understood [7, 9, 10].
Phospholipids, as major constituents of biological mem-
branes, are believed to contribute to composition hetero-
geneity through their complex phase behavior [11, 12].
It is well known that under some conditions model mem-
brane systems can exhibit spatial heterogeneity at the
micrometer length scale [11, 13–18]. This micron-scale
heterogeneity is characterized by the formation of two
distinct lipid phases both in perturbed cell membranes
and in model membranes [19, 20]: liquid-ordered (Lo) re-
gions are enriched in cholesterol and lipids with saturated
tails and high melting temperatures, while lipids with
unsaturated tails and lower melting points are typically
found in liquid-disordered (Ld) regions. These regions
correspond to two coexisting thermodynamic phases, as
shown for example by fluorescence microscopy experi-
ments on giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) [14]: starting
from a homogeneous state at high temperature, the mem-
brane spontaneously separates into liquid-ordered and
liquid-disordered domains when cooled below a charac-
teristic transition temperature, and these domains then
diffuse and coalesce until complete phase separation is
achieved. A multitude of experiments employing differ-
ent techniques and membrane compositions have estab-
lished that many model membranes can undergo phase
separation into coexisting Lo and Ld regions [11, 15, 21–
23].
In cellular plasma membranes no such large domains
have been observed with conventional microscopy. How-
ever, experiments on cell-derived Giant Plasma Mem-
brane Vesicles (GPMVs) have shown the existence of
liquid-order-like and liquid-disorder-like domains [24, 25]
and that such domains contribute to cell functions such as
protein sorting [18]. With experimental techniques such
as Fo¨rster resonance energy transfer (FRET), neutron
or X-ray scattering, and super-resolution fluorescence,
researchers have detected characteristic signals that are
consistent with the existence of heterogeneity on nanome-
ter length scales on unperturbed membranes of live cells
[20, 26–28].
To reconcile the discrepancy in length scale of lipid
spatial heterogeneity between different membrane sys-
tems and the connection between membrane hetero-
geneity and lipid composition, numerous studies have
been performed on model membrane systems, espe-
cially unilamellar vesicles, with well-controlled lipid com-
positions. These experiments have provided insight
into the mechanism that controls the length scale of
heterogenous domain formation using fluorescence mi-
croscopy, FRET, NMR, or other techniques [14, 16,
23, 29–35]. It has been observed that model mem-
brane systems composed of ternary mixtures of di-
palmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC), 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-
glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC), and cholesterol show
micron-scale heterogeneity at optical resolution, char-
acterized as Ld–Lo phase coexistence below the mis-
cibility temperature [14]. However, a mixture of
DPPC, cholesterol and 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine (POPC) did not exhibit optically observ-
able lipid heterogeneity, while FRET and electron spin
resonance (ESR) experiments suggest that heterogenities
exist on nanometer length scales [23].
To further probe this difference in length scale of mem-
brane heterogeneity, four-component lipid mixtures were
studied [30, 36, 37]. Here the onset of lipid heterogene-
ity can be investigated by manipulating the composi-
tions of two unsaturated lipids (POPC and DOPC). Mi-
croscopy experiments on GUVs reveal the existence of
an additional phase, characterized by stripe-like features
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2on the vesicle surface, inbetween the phase-separated
and the homogeneous (but nanoscopically ordered) re-
gions [16]. Several models have been proposed to ra-
tionalize the emergence of such stripe-like morphologies,
including the competition between line tension and cur-
vature effects [36], critical fluctuations [25, 38], and the
existence of a nearby microemulsion phase [39]. Interest-
ingly, these features were not observed in neutron scat-
tering experiments on much smaller vesicles [40].
Due to the elusive nature of sub-micron scale domains
and difficulties in experimentally resolving and inter-
preting scattering data, computer simulations of mul-
ticomponent bilayers provide a promising approach to
study their spatial organization. Along with previous
simulations of cholesterol-containing membranes [41–44],
an all-atom membrane simulation on the microsecond
time scale suggests that cholesterol plays an important
role in Lo–Ld phase coexistence in a ternary lipid mix-
ture [45]. In addition, several groups have used the
coarse-grained MARTINI model [46, 47] to simulate such
membranes, and have confirmed that this model can
qualitatively reproduce experimentally observed phase
behavior [37, 48–50]. It is worth noting that many of
these studies use the polyunsaturated lipid ,2-dilinoleoyl-
sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DUPC or DLiPC) instead
of DOPC because the MARTINI model fails to repro-
duce the experimentally observed phase separation of
DPPC/DOPC/cholesterol membranes [51].
In this work we present results from coarse-grained
Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations. We focus on a
quaternary mixture of phosphatidylcholine (PC) lipids
and cholesterol with different levels of unsaturation.
Specifically, we use fully saturated DPPC, one-chain-
singly-unsaturated POPC, doubly-unsaturated DUPC,
and cholesterol (CHOL) in a planar model lipid bilayer.
We employ a statistical mechanics approach to investi-
gate the phase coexistence behavior and the structural
properties of nanoscopic and intermediate regimes of this
mixture. We find a transition between the homogeneous
and phase-separated regimes as we increase the DUPC
content of the system. For the latter we show how one can
obtain the compositions of the coexisting liquid-ordered
and liquid-disordered phases both from partial density
correlation functions and from local density distribution
functions. To characterize the nature and length scale of
spatial heterogeneity for membrane systems and to iden-
tify the onset of lipid phase segregation, we apply these
approaches to a series of quaternary lipid mixtures at var-
ious unsaturated lipid content, as well as to systems of
different sizes. We observe that the difference in compo-
sition between lipid domains is proportional to the global
composition of the doubly unsaturated lipid (DUPC).
Furthermore, we show that local density and composi-
tion distribution functions strongly depend on the size
of the observation window chosen for the analysis, which
allows us to quantify the length scale of heterogeneity.
This length scale then plays a crucial role in identifying
the nature of the heterogeneity. The hallmark feature of
a system undergoing phase coexistence is that the length
scale of heterogeneity is proportional to the size of the
system, while a homogeneous system does not show such
a dependence even in the presence of long-ranged correla-
tions. Finally, we combine the results from these different
analysis methods to identify the onset of phase separa-
tion in this quaternary lipid mixture.
II. METHODS
A. Molecular Dynamics Simulation
1. Force Field
We use the coarse-grained MARTINI 2.0 force field,
which speeds up bilayer simulations by as much as 3-4
orders of magnitude compared to atomistic models [46,
47]. Explicit solvent representation was included in the
force field with a four-to-one mapping of water molecules
into a MARTINI water bead.
2. Bilayer Composition
Our choice of quaternary mixture is inspired by the
experimental and computational studies of Refs. 16 and
37, respectively. We study symmetric lipid bilayers that
consist of one third DPPC molecules, one third choles-
terol molecules, and the remaining third is made of vary-
ing amounts of POPC and DUPC molecules. To vary
the lipid composition and observe its effect on membrane
phase behavior we move along the POPC/DUPC binary
axis with the compositions of the other two species fixed.
We define the composition variable
χ =
[DUPC]
[DUPC] + [POPC]
(1)
where [DUPC], [POPC] denote the global partial lipid
densities. We vary χ by changing the relative compo-
sition of POPC and DUPC while keeping [DPPC] and
[CHOL] constant.
By changing χ from 0 to 1 we follow a path
in composition space that starts at a ternary
DPPC/POPC/cholesterol membrane, and that ends at a
ternary DPPC/DUPC/cholesterol membrane. The for-
mer is homogeneous while the latter is known to sepa-
rate into coexisting ordered and disordered phases. At
intermediate values of χ the membrane is a quaternary
mixture of DPPC, POPC, DUPC, and cholesterol.
3. Simulation Parameters and Setup
Simulations were performed using the GROMACS
software package (version 4.6.5) [52, 53]. The time step
of the simulation was set to be 20fs, which is typical
3for MARTINI simulations [47]. Van der Waals and elec-
trostatic interactions were truncated at 1.2nm, with a
smooth decay of the former starting at 0.9nm. Temper-
ature was controlled by a stochastic velocity rescaling
thermostat [54, 55]. Pressure was controlled by a semi-
isotropic Berendsen barostat [52] with a reference pres-
sure of 1 bar, which effectively maintains zero surface
tension for the membrane.
The construction of the simulated systems proceeded
in multiple steps. First, we used the INSANE pro-
gram [56] to build small patches of lipid bilayers consist-
ing of 24 DPPC, 24 POPC, and 24 cholesterol molecules,
together with 618 MARTINI solvent particles. This sys-
tem was equilibrated at 350 K, five-fold replicated in
each membrane direction, and then again equilibrated at
350 K. We then replaced a number of randomly selected
POPC molecule with DUPC to obtain starting structures
for our systems at different χ values. The resulting struc-
tures contained 1800 lipids and 14540 solvent particles,
and had a side length of approximately 40 nm. They
served as starting points for production runs at 298 K.
B. Radial Distribution Function
We define the partial molecular density field of lipid
species α for each leaflet as:
ρα (r) =
Nα∑
i=1
δ (r − ri) (2)
where ri is the (x, y) projection of the center of mass
position between the two glycerol-ester beads of the i-th
molecule of lipid species α, and Nα is the total number
of lipid α in the leaflet. We use the MDAnalysis software
package to identify the two leaflets of the bilayer [57].
For cholesterol molecules, due to their tendency to reside
in, and sometimes flip-flop between, the two leaflets, the
assignment is based on the molecular orientation defined
by the vector pointing from the center of geometry of the
molecule to the hydrophilic hydroxyl group.
We calculate the partial radial distribution function
(RDF), also known as the partial pair correlation func-
tion, between lipid species α and β according to [58, 59]
gαβ (r) =
N
ρNαNβ
〈
Nα∑
i=1
Nβ∑
j=1
′δ (r − rij)
〉
(3)
where rij is the (x, y) projection of the inter-molecular
distance between the center of mass positions of the ith
and the jth lipid molecules, and the prime symbol indi-
cates that the i = j term is excluded if α = β. Nα, Nβ
are the total number of molecules for lipid type α and β
respectively, N is the total number of molecules in the
leaflet, and ρ represents the average lipid density over the
entire leaflet. Angular brackets denote the equilibrium
average. The function (3) was then radially averaged to
obtain gαβ(r).
In our density function definition we follow the conven-
tion that the lipid position ri is the center of mass be-
tween its two glycerol-ester beads [49], projected onto the
(x, y) plane. Other definitions of molecular position will
yield slightly different pair correlation functions; however
these small variations are insignificant for the purpose of
this study.
C. Structure Factor
The structure factor provides information about the
spatial organization of the membrane, and can be ob-
tained from neutron or X-ray scattering experiments.
Here we assume that each molecule can be considered
as a point scatterer at position ri. While this is a gross
approximation it is justified because we are only inter-
ested in large-scale structure where detailed information
from single molecules becomes negligible. We define the
partial structure factor as [58]
Sαβ(k) =
〈
1
N
ρ˜α(k)ρ˜β(−k)
〉
(4)
where
ρ˜α(k) =
∫
dr eikrρα(r) (5)
is the Fourier transform of the partial lipid density func-
tion from equation (2). The structure factor and radial
distribution function are related by [58]
Sαβ(k) = xα(δαβ + xβ)ρ
∫
gαβ(r)e
−ik · rdr (6)
where xα and xβ are the mole fractions of lipid species α
and β respectively, and δαβ is the Kronecker delta.
D. Local Density Distribution (LDD)
We define the local density distribution (LDD) as the
probability distribution function of the instantaneous
density of lipid species α in a region linear dimension
w:
P (ρα) =
1
A
∫
dr 〈δ (ρˆα(r)− ρα)〉 (7)
where
ρˆα(r) =
1
w2
∫
(w(r),w(r))
dr′ρα (r′) (8)
is the local partial lipid density averaged over a square
observation window with side length w positioned at r
on the membrane. A is the total area of the membrane.
In practice (7) is calculated by sweeping the observa-
tion window laterally over each leaflet in every simulation
frame.
4To help us understand the LDD profile we develop a
simple continuum model as described in the Supporting
Information (SI). We show that the characteristics of the
LDD profile depends both on the degree of lipid segrega-
tion and on the observation window size, w. We provide
detailed analysis of this dependence in the Results sec-
tion.
E. Local Composition Distribution (LCD)
Similar to the LDD, we also calculate the local com-
position distribution (LCD) function with the same ob-
servation window algorithm to analyze lipid composition
on the bilayer system. Just like in the calculation of
LDD, we employ observation windows at various sizes
to sample the local composition of each individual lipid
species within the observation window, and the window
then sweeps both leaflets separately for the entire bilayer
to acquire statistical information on the local composi-
tion throughout the membrane. We compute the multi-
dimensional probability distribution:
P (Γ) =
1
A
∫
dr
〈∏
α
δ
(
Γˆα(r)− Γα
)〉
(9)
where
Γˆα(r) =
Nα,w(r)
Ntot,w(r)
(10)
is the local partial lipid composition of lipid species α
within an observation window of size w centered at posi-
tion r, and Nα,w(r) and Ntot,w(r) are the number of lipid
αmolecules and total number of all lipid molecules within
the observation window centered at r, respectively. Γ is
the three- or four-dimensional vector of local composi-
tions for each lipid species, and A is the total area of the
membrane.
F. Gaussian Mixture Model
To analyze the multi-dimensional LCD profile for our
four-component lipid mixture and quantify the onset of
phase separation, we use a Gaussian Mixture Model as
implemented in the Python Scikit-learn machine learn-
ing package developed by Pedregosa et. al. [60] to iden-
tify the nature of the distribution of lipid composition.
Inspired by the continuum bilayer model (described in
the SI), we perform three population Gaussian cluster
analysis to the multi-dimensional local lipid composi-
tion distribution in order to identify the lipid-rich and
lipid-poor phase and their corresponding compositions.
The Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) for Gaussian
mixture models was used to ascertain whether a three-
population fit or a one-population fit is more appropri-
ate [61], corresponding to phase-separated and homoge-
neous membranes. The BIC is defined as
BIC = n · ln
(
σˆ2e
)
+ k · ln (n) (11)
where n is the the number of data points in the random
variable, k is the number of free parameters used in the
fit, and σˆ2e is the error variance, defined as:
σˆ2e =
1
n
n∑
i=1
(xi − xˆi)2 (12)
where x is the random variable, or in this case, the local
lipid compositions. Details of the Gaussian mixture and
BIC analysis are shown in the SI.
III. RESULTS
A. Domain Formation and Local Density
Distribution Depend on Composition
Final configurations of four (out of eleven) MD tra-
jectories at a simulation time of 20µs are shown in Fig-
ure 1. At low χ value the system exhibits no apparent
long range order. As χ increases we start to observe do-
mains enriched in DUPC. Further increasing the DUPC
composition causes formation of long-lasting, large scale
DUPC-rich and DUPC-poor regions. Due to the geom-
etry of the rectangular simulation box together with the
use of periodic boundary conditions the shape of the co-
existing domains can be either circular or stripe, depend-
ing on the area fraction of the domains.
To quantify the bilayer heterogeneity we calculate the
local lipid density distribution (LDD) function of the four
lipid species. We calculate the number density of each
lipid type within an observation window that is smaller
than the simulation box size. Statistics on the local lipid
density were collected at different locations of the ob-
servation window throughout the entire membrane and
over the last 5µs of the simulation trajectories. Intu-
itively one would expect the distribution to be unimodal
if the membrane is homogeneous, i.e., the bilayer sys-
tem has the same composition everywhere. On the other
hand, if the bilayer consists of distinct regions where a
lipid species is either enriched or depleted, we expect a
bimodal distribution of partial lipid densities indicating
two distinct populations in the lipid density distribution.
To make this intuitive picture quantitative we devised a
simple continuum model (shown in the SI) to capture the
spatially heterogeneous nature of the membrane and to
analyze it by deriving an analytical form of the LDD for
such heterogeneous systems. The results are then used
to analyze the lipid density distribution from bilayer MD
simulations.
Results of the LDD calculation for all four molecular
species and 11 studied membrane compositions are shown
in Figure 2. We find unimodal local density distributions
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FIG. 1. Simulation snapshots of quaternary lipid bilayers
taken 20 µs after the initial temperature quench with increas-
ing χ values of 0.1 (top left), 0.5 (bottom left), 0.8 (top right),
and 0.9 (bottom right), with DPPC (green), DUPC (purple),
POPC (orange), and cholesterol (black). At low χ the sys-
tem exhibits no apparent long range order. As χ increases
we start to observe small clustering of domains enriched in
DUPC. Further increasing the DUPC content induces phase
separation into DUPC-rich and DUPC-poor regions.
of DPPC molecules (top panel) in quaternary systems
at low χ values (0 − 0.4). This shows that no large-
scale composition heterogeneity exists at and beyond the
length scale of the 4nm×4nm window we used. At higher
χ (> 0.6), a bimodal pattern starts to emerge, indicat-
ing two distinct populations of local lipid densities, in-
dicating the coexistence of DPPC-rich and DPPC-poor
regions. We also observe an increase in the difference
between the two peaks of the bimodal DPPC local den-
sity distribution for higher χ values, which suggests that
the compositions in the two regions become increasingly
different as more POPC is replaced by DUPC. It is no-
ticeable that, as the distribution shifts from the unimodal
regime to the bimodal regime, the emerging low density
peak does not retain the Gaussian-type distribution of
the unimodal peak. This is caused by the small num-
ber of DPPC molecule in the Ld domain and the small
observation window size. In this case the density distri-
bution can no longer be properly described by a Gaussian
distribution, but should rather be modeled by a Poisson
distribution, both of which are illustrated in a discrete
membrane model in the SI. No significant difference is
observed between the two leaflets and the reported data
were averaged across both leaflets. The local density dis-
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FIG. 2. Local density population distributions calcu-
lated using the sampling window algorithm (with window size
4nm×4nm) of all simulated bilayer systems for all lipid types.
The colored spectrum and the arrows indicate the value of χ
of the system, from high (green) to low (purple), with the
half-way point singled out (yellow). For compositions with
low content of DUPC (χ < 0.5), unimodal distributions of
partial lipid density are observed for all lipid types, while the
peak for DUPC is less Gaussian-like due to insufficient sam-
pling of DUPC molecules at very low DUPC composition.
For compositions with high χ values bimodal distributions of
lipid density are found for DPPC, DUPC, and cholesterol.
For POPC the density distribution remains unimodal while
being shifted to the low density end due to decreases global
POPC density, and the peak also gets distorted away from its
Gaussian shape due to decreased sample size.
tributions of DUPC molecules show a similar progression
from unimodal to bimodal behavior as the composition
variable χ increases, which strongly suggests a similar
heterogeneous partitioning of DUPC molecules as in the
case of DPPC. In contrast to DPPC, the global density
of DUPC changes with χ, therefore the center of the peak
shifts as χ changes, and the histograms look qualitatively
different between DPPC and DUPC as a result.
For POPC molecules no bimodal distribution is ob-
served over the entire χ range. Due to the change in
global POPC composition as we traverse the χ axis, the
POPC composition peak shifts, similar to the case of
DUPC. However the local density distribution of POPC
remains unimodal, which suggests that the POPC lipid
does not preferentially partition into any of the coexist-
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FIG. 3. LDD calculations for all lipid species at various
compositions with different window sizes, one of which was
shown in Figure 2 with 4nm×4nm observation window (solid
lines), and the other one with bigger observation window of
8nm×8nm (dashed lines). The color scheme is based on com-
position variable χ and follows the same spectrum in Figure 2.
At large χ values both LDD profiles show bimodal distribu-
tions of lipid density for DPPC, DUPC, and cholesterol. It is
noted that, for a bigger observation window size the bimodal-
to-unimodel transition in the density distribution happens at
larger χ values compared to LDD with smaller observation
window. For DPPC, DUPC, and cholesterol LDDs at small χ
values, as well as for POPC LDDs at all compositions, we ob-
serve unimodal density distribution, indicating homogenous
distribution at the observed length scales. The calculations
with bigger observation window show a narrower distribution
in local density than those with smaller window at all com-
positions.
ing phases in a significant way. When the global POPC
density is low at small χ values we again see deviations
form Gaussian behavior as discussed previously.
The LDD profiles of cholesterol are very similar to
those of DPPC. At small χ values (χ < 0.5) the dis-
tributions show unimodal, Gaussian-like features. As
χ increases the distribution becomes bimodal. The av-
erage cholesterol density, or the mean of the distribu-
tion, is independent of χ because the overall cholesterol
composition is kept constant. The separation between
the cholesterol-rich domain density and the cholesterol-
depleted domain density is not as large as that of the
two phospholipids, indicating that the preferential parti-
tioning of cholesterol between the two regions is not as
strong as that of DPPC and DUPC. Another feature of
the cholesterol LDD that is consistent with this obser-
vation is that the low density peak cholesterol is much
better resolved and retains a Gaussian-type line shape
around its maximum. Both observations indicate that
the cholesterol content in the two coexisting regions is
more similar than the content of the two phospholipids.
A closer investigation of the LDD profile for both
the bilayer simulations and the simple continuum model
(shown in the SI) reveals that lipid density distribution
profiles depend strongly on the scale of potential hetero-
geneities and the observation window size by which this
density profile is obtained. The same LDD calculation
was performed with a different observation window size of
8nm× 8nm. Results are shown alongside those obtained
with a smaller window in Figure 3. By using a larger sam-
pling window size we observe that if a lipid composition
show unimodal density distributions with a smaller obser-
vation window, the larger window still indicates spatial
homogeneity. It is noticeable that the distribution gets
narrower as the window gets larger, which is a conse-
quence of the central limit theorem. More interestingly,
for some systems where the LDD profile for the smaller
window indicates two coexisting phases, that of the larger
window shows no strong evidence of a bimodal distribu-
tion. Further analysis suggests that the two peaks in
a bimodal density distribution start to merge when the
observation window size exceeds a χ-dependent thresh-
old value. Comparison with the simple continuum model
described in the SI shows that this threshold size is an
indicator for the length scale of the heterogeneity.
In the following two sections we will first focus on
quantifying the difference between coexisting phases and
domains in order to understand the nature of the rela-
tionship between membrane composition and membrane
morphology. Then we will elucidate the dependence of
LDD on observation window size, and its implication on
identifying the nature, as well as quantifying the degree,
of lipid spatial heterogeneity in bilayers systems.
B. Using Density Correlation Functions to Identify
the Onset of Phase Separation
Pair correlation or radial distribution functions
(RDFs) provide a different route to studying membrane
heterogeneity. Figure 4 shows results obtained from our
coarse-grained simulations.
At short distances the RDF provides information on
molecular packing. It is noticeable that in this regime
the RDF varies systematically with membrane composi-
tion. For example, in the case of DPPC the height of
the nearest-neighbor peak increases with χ. This behav-
ior is expected for a system that undergoes a transition
from a homogeneous to a phase-separated regime, where
in the latter the DPPC molecules are concentrated in one
domain and depleted in the other. The RDF of choles-
terol shows long-range order at high χ values, indicating
nearly crystalline order. This is a known artifact of the
MARTINI coarse-grained model that has been rectified
in recent versions of this force field [12].
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FIG. 4. Partial radial distribution functions of lipids in
bilayer systems for different molecule types at various com-
positions. The color scheme is the same as in Fig. 2, ranging
from low χ (purple) to high χ (green) value, with χ = 0.5
(yellow) being the halfway point. At low χ values the RDF
approaches unity, indicating composition homogeneity over
large distances. At high χ values the RDFs for DPPC, DUPC,
and cholesterol show a characteristic long-range linear decay,
a hallmark of phase separation, while the RDF of POPC con-
verges to unity at long range for all χ values.
At large distances the RDFs of DPPC, DUPC and
cholesterol exhibit a long-ranged, nearly linear decay to
values less than unity at compositions rich in DUPC.
This indicates that the system cannot be homogeneous
at those large χ values, because homogeneity invariably
translates into flat pair correlation functions at large dis-
tances, indicating the finite range of density correlations
in bulk fluids. The fact that such uniformity is not ob-
served even at length scales comparable to the size of the
system is a strong indicator for thermodynamic phase
separation.
To obtain further insight from these RDFs we ana-
lyze in the Supplemental Information a simple continuum
model of two coexisting phases, both with spherical and
stripe domains. We derive analytical expressions for the
pair correlation function, which exhibits a nearly linear,
slowly decaying behavior at large length scales, similar to
those shown in Figure 4. The analysis of the continuum
model shows that the slope of the linear part of the RDF
is related to the difference ∆ρ in density of a lipid species
between the two coexisting regions. With this analysis
at hand we can extract this important quantity for the
quaternary membrane studied in our simulations.
At each simulated composition, the partial RDFs were
calculated, and the long-ranged linear portions were iden-
tified and fit to straight lines. Using the relationship ob-
tained for the continuum model (equation (S11)) we cal-
culated the density contrast. Figure 5 shows the results
of this approach for DPPC, and compares them to the
difference in peak positions of the LDD profiles discussed
in the previous section. Both approaches find significant
density contrast between the two phases at large values
of χ, and their estimates of ∆ρ agree quantitatively. For
χ ≤ 0.4, however, the two approaches give conflicting re-
sults: while the LDD for these compositions is unimodal,
which points toward a single homogeneous phase, the lin-
ear fit to the pair correlation function yields a negative
slope, which gives rise to a small but non-zero estimates
of the density contrast. In this regime the RDF approach
becomes unreliable, because the slope of the linear fit,
and therefore the estimate for ∆ρ, become sensitive to
the range over which the RDF is fitted. Furthermore,
this method assumes that phase-separated domains, if
they exist, form two rectangular stripes in the system.
While this is the case for separated systems with high
interface tension, this assumption breaks down if the in-
terface tension becomes small and comparable to thermal
fluctuations. The LDD method does not require such as-
sumptions, we believe it is therefore the better approach
to establish the presence of coexisting domains and the
density contrast between them.
C. Analysis of Structure Factors
A complementary way to detect and characterize lipid
heterogeneity is the analysis of the partial structure fac-
tors Sαβ(k), defined in equation (4). While containing
the same information as the pair correlation function,
the structure factor is of interest for multiple reasons.
First, it is directly related to data obtained in neutron or
x-ray scattering experiments [40, 62]. Second, the struc-
ture factor can be used to distinguish between unstruc-
tured fluids, structured fluids, and modulated phases.
Recent work has suggested that seemingly homogenous
bilayers might in fact be microemulsions that are or-
dered on length scales not discernible in optical exper-
iments [39, 63, 64]. The hallmark feature of this mi-
croemulsion phase is a peak in the structure factor at
non-zero wavevector on length scales larger than those
related to molecular packing.
Figure 6 shows partial structure factors for the three
phospholipids in all studied systems. They show signif-
icant changes in bilayer structure as the composition is
varied. Their normalization is such that they converge
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FIG. 5. Density difference of DPPC between coexisting
phases, calculated using the slope of the radial distribution
function (Fig. 4) and from the local density distribution func-
tion (Fig. 2). At large values of χ both the RDF and the LDD
results show significant density contrast between the DPPC-
enriched and the DPPC-depleted region. This magnitude of
this contrast depends on composition. At low values of χ the
RDF approach becomes less reliable (open symbols) due to
difficulties in identifying and fitting the linear region of the
density correlation function.
at large wavevectors to a lipid species’ mole fraction in
the membrane. As the parameter χ changes from 0 to 1
this mole fraction changes for POPC and DUPC but not
for DPPC, which is why the partial structure factors of
the latter overlap while those of the first two lipids are
separated by a constant offset.
We are primarily interested in the low wavevector
(large length scale) regime. Both the DPPC and the
DUPC partial structure factors exhibit 5-10 fold higher
low-wavevector intensities at large vs. low χ values, indi-
cating long range order of density fluctuations for phase-
separated systems and large scale segregation of DPPC
and DUPC lipid molecules. The POPC structure fac-
tor shows no significant variation in the low wavevector
regime with increasing χ. This suggests, as one would
expect from the LDD and RDF results, that POPC does
not participate strongly in the segregation of lipids, while
DPPC and DUPC show strong partitioning into hetero-
geneous domains.
The nature of this apparent heterogeneity cannot be
identified from the analysis of partial structure factors
alone. A sharp increase of S(k) as k → 0 is consis-
tent with two coexisting thermodynamic phases, sepa-
rated over the length scale of the entire system. Alterna-
tively, a peak in S(k) at small but non-zero wavevector is
consistent with a single, structured phase such as a mi-
croemulsion [39, 63, 64]. Our simulations cannot distin-
guish between these two scenarios, which would require
additional data at lower wavevectors to test whether the
observed behavior of S(k) is part of a monotonic increase
at low wavevectors or the high-k flank of a peak in the
structure factor. This data can only be provided by sim-
ulations spanning much larger system sizes, which are
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FIG. 6. Radially averaged 2-d partial structure factors for
all studied compositions and lipid species. The color scheme
is the same as in Fig. 2. For lipid species with high concen-
trations (DPPC, DUPC at high χ, and POPC at low χ) we
observe a broad peak at ≈ 10 nm−1, which originates from
nearest neighbor packing. At very large k values the structure
factor converges to the global mole fraction of the given lipid,
without accounting for cholesterol molecules. Large values
of the structure factor at low k indicate significant density
fluctuations on the scale of the system. Insets show that the
magnitude of such density fluctuations is significantly larger
for DPPC and DUPC than for POPC at high χ, while they
are comparable at low values of χ.
currently unfeasible.
Combining results from LDD, RDF, and structure fac-
tor calculations, along with a model-based analysis of
lipid density distributions, we have established that both
the length scale and the lipid composition of heteroge-
neous lipid domains depend on the membrane compo-
sition. Although the phase behavior at the near-ternary
end points of χ has been well studied by experiments and
simulations (including this work), the nature of this het-
erogeneity remains unclear. As indicated by the high in-
tensity at low wavevectors in the partial structure factors,
the size of heterogeneous domains are apparently often
bound by the simulation box size, which does not allow
us to distinguish between multiple segregated phases and
a single structured fluid. While performing simulations
on significantly larger systems is out of reach, we can
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FIG. 7. Peak positions in the local density distribution
(LDD) function for various lipid species as a function of ob-
servation window size w. In a segregated system (χ = 0.9, top
panel) the LDDs for DPPC, DUPC and cholesterol have two
local maxima corresponding to the densities in distinct en-
riched or depleted domains, whereas the LDD of POPC only
has a single peak independent of w. In a homogenous system
(χ = 0.3, bottom panel) the LDDs of all species have only a
single peak independent of observation window size.
obtain related information by varying the size of the ob-
servation window inherent to the LDD analysis method
while keeping the system size fixed.
D. Dependence of Local Density Distributions on
Observation Window Size
As previously discussed and illustrated in Figure 3, the
LDD depends on the size w of the observation window
chosen for the analysis. This dependence can be used to
gain further insight into the nature of lipid heterogeneity
in mixed bilayer systems. For example, Figure 7 shows
the position of local maxima in the LDDs of the four
lipid types as a function of w for two different membrane
compositions.
For bilayers rich in DUPC (χ = 0.9, top panel) we find
that when the observation window is sufficiently small
(w < 8 nm) two distinct populations of local lipid densi-
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FIG. 8. The density contrast between enriched and depleted
local lipid densities as a function of observation window size.
Symbols and colors are as in Fig. 7.
ties are observed for DPPC, DUPC and cholesterol, in-
dicating a separation of the bilayer into regions enriched
and depleted of those species. POPC, on the other hand,
does not participate in this separation. As predicted by
the analytical form of the LDD in a simple continuum
model (shown in the SI), when the observation window
size goes beyond the length scale of the heterogeneity
the spacing between the two peaks decreases, as the cal-
culation now fails to sample the domain bulk lipid den-
sity due to the large observation window size. For the
strongly phase-segregated system the rich-phase density
only becomes identical to the poor-phase density when
the observation window is as big as the entire system.
This suggests that the length scale of lipid density het-
erogeneity scales with the simulation box size, which is
indicative of thermodynamic phase separation.
For bilayers with low DUPC content (χ = 0.3, bot-
tom panel) we find that the LDDs of each lipid species
exhibits only a single maximum whose position is nearly
independent of the observation window size w. These
results suggest that the bilayer is laterally homogeneous
over the entire range of length scales that we considered.
It is noticeable that when the observation window gets
very small (close to 4 nm) some lipids, especially DUPC,
show a slightly lower-than-average local density. This is
most likely due to the statistics of low numbers in the
limit of low overall DUPC density and small observa-
tions windows. We attribute the brief appearance of a
DUPC-poor peak around w = 14 nm to the uncertainty
inherent in identifying local maxima in the noisy LDD
that contains statistical uncertainty.
To further study the relationship between the degree of
lipid heterogeneity and observation window size we com-
pute the lipid density contrast ∆ρ between the enriched
and the depleted region for each lipid type as a function
of global composition χ. These calculations are similar
to the LDD calculation shown in Figure 5 for DPPC, but
are now done for all lipid types at various compositions
and observation window sizes. Results are shown in Fig-
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ure 8. First, we see that for reasonably small window
sizes (w < 11 nm, about half of the simulation box size)
the system shows no sign of heterogeneity for composi-
tions with small χ, as the lipid density contrast between
the two regimes remains zero. Second, for large χ the
system shows strong segregation as shown by large dif-
ferences in local lipid densities. These values correspond
to the end points of the tie-line projected onto the axis
of each lipid species. It is noticeable that for smaller
observation window sizes (w = 4, 6 and 8 nm) the den-
sity contrast for the same lipid type converges to the
same value as χ approaches 1 consistently across differ-
ent window sizes. This indicates that these observation
windows are small enough to capture the bulk phase den-
sities. For w = 10 nm, however, the maximum contrast
at χ = 1 starts to decrease compared to the value from
smaller windows, suggesting that the observation window
has grown beyond the length scale of heterogeneity of the
system.
Our analysis of the local density distribution functions
shows that in order to obtain accurate estimates of bulk
lipid densities in coexisting domains one has to use an
observation window size that is significantly larger than
the size of an individual lipid, but that cannot exceed the
length scale of the heterogeneity. In case of thermody-
namic phase coexistence the latter is determined by the
size of the system. Characteristic changes in the LDD as
the size of the observation window is varied can be used
to demonstrate phase coexistence, and to distinguish it
from other mechanisms that may lead to spatial hetero-
geneity.
E. Obtaining composition phase diagrams using
Local Composition Distributions
The mixing behavior of multicomponent systems is
best illustrated in composition phase diagrams. Com-
positions (or mole fractions) are generally preferred over
molecular densities due to the built-in constraint that the
mole fractions of all species must add to unity, thereby
reducing the dimensionality from four to three. We there-
fore adapt our algorithm to calculate the LDD to com-
pute local composition distribution (LCD) functions, de-
fined by (9). From our simulation data we obtain a large
number of samples of local lipid compositions. As de-
scribed in the Methods section and in the Supplemental
Information, these samples are then analyzed by fitting to
a Gaussian Mixture Model with either one or three pop-
ulation centers, and the Bayesian Information Criterion
(BIC) is used to determine which model best describes
the data. This approach allows us to distinguish a ho-
mogeneous from a heterogeneous system in a statistically
meaningful way.
To simplify the analysis and graphical representation of
the mixing behavior we chose to combine the two unsat-
urated lipids POPC and DUPC into a single component,
denoted UNST, thereby further reducing the dimension-
DPPC UNST
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FIG. 9. Multi-component lipid phase diagram of the qua-
ternary lipid mixture as obtained from the Gaussian Mix-
ture Model analysis. UNST stands for the sum of unsatu-
rated POPC and DUPC lipids. Colors are as in Fig. 2. At
large χ values the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) in-
dicates strong evidence for two distinct populations of lipid
species (solid symbols), and the system exhibits coexistence
of a liquid-ordered (Lo) phase rich in DPPC and cholesterol
(triangles) and a liquid-disordered (Ld) phase rich in unsatu-
rated lipids (squares). At intermediate χ values the evidence
for phase separation is very weak (hollow symbols). At low χ
the LCD shows a unimodal distribution of lipid compositions
and the BIC supports the identification of a single, uniform
phase (solid circle).
ality from three to two. This simplification is justified by
the LDD calculations shown in Figure 7, because POPC
does not show significant separation across all studied ob-
servation length scales. Therefore no information is lost
by combining POPC with any other lipid species, or by
leaving it out of the LCD calculation entirely. We chose
to combine POPC with DUPC because the total number
of these two lipids is conserved across all compositions
considered in this study.
Figure 9 shows the ternary DPPC:UNST:Cholesterol
phase diagram obtained from the LCD analysis. At
χ ≥ 0.5 the BIC indicates signifiant evidence for a multi-
population model of local compositions, which is consis-
tent with a phase-separated system. As illustrated in the
SI, the three populations correspond to the compositions
of two coexisting bulk phases and an additional broad
band that connects them, which stems from samples in
which the observation window contains the interface be-
tween two domains. One phase is rich in DPPC and
cholesterol, while the other is rich in unsaturated lipids.
These phases form the end-points of tie-lines that span
the coexistence region in the phase diagram. We identify
them with the liquid-ordered (Lo) and liquid-disordered
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FIG. 10. Multi-component phase diagram obtained using
a four-dimensional Gaussian Mixture model, and neglecting
the cholesterol component for ease of graphical illustration.
Colors and symbols are as in Fig. 9. In this representation
the χ = 0 system lies on the DPPC/POPC axis, while χ = 1
corresponds to a point on the DPPC/DUPC axis. The latter
shows strong separation into a liquid-ordered and a liquid-
disordered phase. The contrast between these phases de-
creases with decreasing χ, and eventually vanishes as the sys-
tem becomes homogeneous. The tie-lines spanning the coex-
istence region are slightly titled, indicating a weak preference
of POPC for the ordered phase.
(Ld) phase, respectively.
For 0.3 ≤ χ ≤ 0.4 there is still some evidence for mul-
tiple populations in composition space but that evidence
is very weak. For χ ≤ 0.2 the BIC indicates that a
three-population model overfits the data, and that a one-
population model more accurately represents the data.
To these systems we therefore assign only a single phase,
with a composition equal to the global mole fractions of
lipids.
To further study the role of POPC we repeat the Gaus-
sian mixture model analysis on the four-component com-
positions of all lipid species. Figure 10 shows a different
rendering of the quaternary phase diagram obtained by
projection onto the DPPC-POPC-DUPC plane, thereby
ignoring the contribution of cholesterol. As shown pre-
viously, cholesterol preferentially partitions with DPPC
into the Lo phase, and by leaving cholesterol out of
the analysis we therefore decrease the composition con-
trast between the two phases. Nevertheless we find that
the BIC scores again indicate a regime of strong evi-
dence for phase separation (0.5 ≤ χ ≤ 1), a regime
of weak evidence for two lipid composition populations
(χ = 0.4, 0.3), and a regime of complete homogeneity in
lipid compositions (χ < 0.3). We also observe that within
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FIG. 11. Local bilayer compositions as a function of observa-
tion window size obtained from the Gaussian Mixture model
for a small (L = 21 nm, top) and a large (L = 43 nm, bottom)
membrane system at χ = 1. The two graphs are essentially
the same, which shows that the length scale of membrane het-
erogeneity is proportional to the system size, as is expected
for thermodynamic phase separation.
the strong segregation regime the POPC molecules par-
tition weakly into the liquid-ordered phase, as indicated
by the tilted tie-lines in Figure 10.
F. Identifying Phase Coexistence via System Size
Dependence of Composition Distributions
In Section III D we showed that the peak positions in
one-dimensional LDDs at large χ have the dependence
on the size w of the observation window that one would
expect for a strongly segregated system. To pinpoint the
mechanism that causes this segregation we now study
the dependence of local distribution functions on the size
L of the system. The hallmark characteristic of phase
separation is that the associated length scale of hetero-
geneity is proportional to the system size. In addition,
it has recently been shown that phase separation can be
artificially suppressed in computer simulations if the size
of the system is too small due to the different scaling of
mixing entropy and interface energy [65].
To verify that phase separation is indeed the under-
lying mechanism for the observed heterogeneity in our
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system we performed an additional set of simulations on
much larger membrane systems, obtained by replicating
the initial conditions of the previous simulations two-fold
in each membrane direction. Once equilibrated, we re-
peated the Gaussian Mixture analysis described in the
previous section on this new dataset.
Figure 11 compares the compositions obtained from
this analysis for both system sizes and a wide range of
observation window sizes for a strongly segregated sys-
tem (χ = 1). The two graphs are essentially the same,
even though the ranges of the observation window size
are different. At small w we obtain the stable lipid com-
positions in the two coexisting lipid domains. For this
ternary mixture we observe 52% DPPC, 48% cholesterol
and essentially no DUPC in the liquid-ordered domain,
as well as 85% DUPC, 11% cholesterol, and 4% DPPC
in the liquid-disordered domain.
As illustrated in the simple continuum model, the ap-
parent peaks in the LDD or LCD functions start to shift
toward the bulk density/composition when the sampling
window size surpasses the length scale of the heterogene-
ity. For the smaller system we observe that this shift
occurs at a length scale of 6 nm, while for the large sys-
tem it starts when w exceeds 12 nm. This finding indi-
cates that the length scale of heterogeneity of the strongly
segregated system grows proportionally with the system
size, which is further proof that phase separation is the
mechanism that leads to this heterogeneity.
Finally, we note that the excellent agreement between
the two graphs shown in Figure 11, which were obtained
from independent simulations, indicates that the Gaus-
sian mixture analysis yields robust results for the com-
positions of coexisting phases.
IV. DISCUSSION
The coarse-grained simulations presented in this study
capture similar trends along the χ axis as previous stud-
ies on multicomponent lipid bilayers systems in that (1)
the scale of lateral heterogeneity, characterized by do-
main formation, increases with χ, as observed both in
experiments [30, 40] and simulations [37, 50, 51, 66], (2)
the composition difference between coexisting phases also
increases with χ, in agreement with previous experimen-
tal and computational studies [30, 37], (3) signatures of
phase separation at high χ such as the overall form of
radial distribution functions are in qualitative agreement
with previous simulations [49], and (4) the phase diagram
obtained from our simulations is in qualitative agreement
with that obtained in Ref. [37].
However, this study also presents new features and per-
spectives of the problem. In the phase-separated regime,
our model-facilitated analysis of the partial radial distri-
bution functions enables us to quantitatively capture the
composition information from coexisting lipid phases by
relating it to the linear decay of the RDF over long dis-
tances. Both the size of the domains and the difference
in their compositions can be extracted by comparison
with the appropriate continuum model, and the results
show a strong dependence of the length scale of bilayer
heterogeneity on the lipid composition as described by
χ. We have shown how the transition from unimodal to
bimodal behavior of local distribution functions can be
used to identify the onset of phase separation. The sys-
tem size dependence of these functions is known to con-
tain information about the phase diagram, in particular
the precise location of the critical point [67, 68]. These
functions also depend on the size of the chosen observa-
tion window, which we have utilized to verify the onset
of phase separation. In addition, Bayesian analysis of
Gaussian Mixture models can further enhance the esti-
mates of the phase boundary and of the compositions of
the coexisting phases.
For compositions poor in DUPC we have found a
well-mixed, homogeneous phase characterized by short-
ranged composition correlations and unimodal distribu-
tion functions. This result is at variance with neutron
scattering experiments on a similar quaternary lipid mix-
ture, which have revealed domains as small as 10 nanome-
ters in size [40], and that should therefore be detectable
in our simulations. We also find no evidence for a struc-
tured fluid phase, such as a microemulsion, in this regime.
However, the systems that we simulated are too small to
rule out the presence of such a phase. The typical length
scale of a bilayer microemulsion is expected to be on the
order of 100 nm, which is significantly larger than the sys-
tems we can simulate over sufficiently long time scales.
The signature of such a phase is a peak in the structure
factor at non-zero wavevector. While we do find a signif-
icant increase in S(k) at small k, our observations do not
reach small enough wavevectors to determine whether
this increase continues monotonically or whether it re-
verses, which would yield the characteristic peak.
Further studies, both experimental and computational,
will be required to fully elucidate the nature of this ma-
terial, which at least on the small length scales studied
in our simulations seems homogeneous. The results pre-
sented in this work contribute to this quest by using novel
approaches to accurately determine the boundaries of the
phase coexistence region in this quaternary lipid bilayer.
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